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Weak logic is a patt~al logic for program ~erificatir~n and system specification. In this anicle a 
sequent calculus ior weak logic is first defined. Then the completeness theorem, a cut eliminatton 
theorem and some interpolation theorems are proved. In the proofs of the theorems, sirategies 
from first order logic are used with some additions to adapt them fo weak logic. One of the 
interpolation theorems is used for a deeper study of one of the main eriterias for the definition 
oT weak logic. In order to find elective strategies for doing proofs within weak logic, a resopdtion 
principle for weak logic is given. The ielationshipbetween provabi!ity in weak logicandprovability 
in first order logic is also studied to make it possible to use all known first order logic proof 
methods more directly.’ 
1. lntroductiozi 
We need an underlying logic to reason about the correctness of programs. Some 
input to programs may lead to abnormal termination. Then we have to handle partial 
functions and predicates within the logic. Ordinsry first order lcgic assumes totality 
of functions and predicates. Therefore we may not use first order logic directly. 
There are two solutions to this, we may either: 
e extend first order logic to a logic which allows undegnedness or 
o find a suitable way to code into first order logic everything we want to express. 
In this artrcle we have among other things studied some relationships and digerences 
between these two methods far a special extension of first order logic called weak 
logic. 
’ Ttte results in this article are taken from my Ph.D. thesis [PI, where more detailed proofs can be found. 
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Many extensions of first order logic have been suggested to allolu rmdefinedness 
for other purposes than program verification [l, 2,5,6,7,1G, 111. In this paper we 
have studied some aspects of one of these, called weak logic. Weak logic is a logic 
suggested by Owe in [ll]. He defined it from the wish to obtain a logic with 
properties which are importcn! 13 the context of program verification. The logic 
takes into account that we need to consider different abstraction layers when we 
reason about the correctness of programs. That we need to do this is precisely one 
of the important differences between program verification and reasoning within for 
instance natural language or recursion theory. Weak logic is used in ABEL, a system 
for program verification and system specification which has been developed at the 
Depautment of Informaticsi University of Oslo [4]. 
Weak logic is defined on the basis of the following three requirements to the logic: 
L?equi:2;;reat 1. a ..easoning about defined formulas shouid follow the rules of tradi- 
tional first order logic, so that reasoning about normally terminatirig programs can 
be done in the usual manner. 
Requirement 2. If a theorem $ is proved on an abstract level, d should be valid on 
a less abstract level as well. At ieast, this ru!e sho~uid appiy to a reasonable set of 
possible Cps; otherwise the concept of abstraction would be useless in program 
reasoning. This is important because we often prove something on an abstract level 
to prove something about a less abstract level. 
Requirement 3. On an abstract level, one should not be forced to specify so-caikd 
I--I _I^_ r_&:-.. A^__..4n_.i IIIB~ICIIIGIIL~LIVIL ~~~~~~~~~~~ cr:ors. zX ‘LJr,._.. u_. A +-;--i -;om we want to have in system 
specification may be Vx(x -C sue(x)), where x is an integer and sue is the successor 
function. On an implementation level (a less abstract level) we have a maximal size 
Max of the integers. Then suc(hiax) becomes undaiined. On the abstract ievd -we 
want to avoid talking about this Max value because it is dependent on which machine 
we do the implementation. 
In [ll] it is proved that weak logic fulfils the three requirements above. There it 
is also motivated more for the definition of weak logic. In Section 6.1 we shall study 
Requirement 2 in more detail. 
2. Semantics 
Let us first give some syntactical definitions: 
o Our formulas are built up from literals by the ;\, v , V and B-symbols. 
o A sequent has the form r+ A, where r and A are finite sets of formulas. 
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The rest of the syntax used is the usual syntax for first order logic. All the results 
in this article are given for a logic with only one sort because this gives a less 
complicated syntax and argumentation. Nevertheless all the results are easily exten- 
ded to a logic with different sorts. In the following we write WL for weak logic and 
FOL for first order logic. 
2.1. Domain predicates 
Functions and predicates can be either total or partial. In proofs of theorems it 
is sometimes necessary to reason about definedness. To be able to do this we need 
syntactical knowledge about detinedness. Therefore, for each partial f/P we have 
a tota! and strict predicate in,f/$ P which is such that inf/P(a,, . . _ , a,) is true if 
f/P(a,,..., a.) is defined, false uiheraise (a,, . . . , a, are values from the domzin). 
We shall often use the notation jg e instead of inj/Pjr,, . _. , t.) if e is 
f/P(r*, . . . , CA. 
2.2. The syntactical ftmction DEF 
DEF is used to describe when formulas and terms are defined. Let e be a formula 
or a term. Then DEF[e] is T when e is define d, F otherwise. DEF gives us a formula 
from an expression and may be defined inductively. 
2.3. Deseripiioz of the semantics for weak logic 
A model in FOL, .HFoL, consists of: 
?? a domain DFoL2 
@ a mapping from (Dror)n to D FOL for each n-ary function symbol f; n = 0, !,2, . . . 
?? a mapping from (D,,)” to { K F) for each n-ary predicate symbol P, n = 0, 1,2, _ . . 
e T is mapped to T. 
A modei ii1 TV?_, A,,, Gxidsts of: 
?? a domain DwL 
?? a mapping from (Dw,u {I})” to (DwLu {I}) for each n-ary function symbol f, 
n=0,1,2,... 
* a mapping from (Dw, u {I})” to {T, F, I}’ for each n-at-y predicate symbo! P, 
n=0,1,2,... 
a T is mapped to T 
?? Leta,,..., a. E DwL. Then the following have to be satisfied: 
(a) f(a,, . . . , a.) is I if and only if bf(a,, . _. , a,) is F. 
(b) P(a,, . . . , a.) is I if and only if &_r P(a,, . . . , a.) is E 
?? Leta,,..., a, E DWLu {I} and assume that at least one ai is 1. Then f(a,, . . . , a.) 
andP(a,,.... a,) have to he I because f and P are strict. 
’ IT we have a logic with different SOI+, we have one domain icr each SOIL 
’ T denotes true. F denotes false and I decotes undefined. 
Definition of At& and I&. 
&fv,_ Let illwL be a model and let e be a f.rrmula or a term with n free variables 
xi,. . . , x,,. Then k& is a mapping from ( DwL)” to {T, 6;, I} if e is a formu!a and 
to Dw,_u {I} if e is a term. The mapping is such that for all a,, . . . , cc. t ii,, we 
have that R&(a,, . . . , a,) is the value of e calculated in the model &w, when a1 
is substituted for x,, . . , a, is substitttted for x,~~ 
JGOL is equivalently a mapping from (DFoL)” to {T, F) or DFOL. 
Let A be a formula and r + A a sequent with x, , . . . , x, free. Let Yw, be a model 
with domam Dw,. 
?? If A is TP(t,., . . , t,,,) then &,(a,, . . . , a.) = T if ,ti$$s-~‘-‘(a,, . . . , II.) = F, F 
if Jtl$k’-Q(a,, . . . , a.) = T, I otherwise. 
?? If A is Br C then &&(a,,. . ., a,)= T if ./tl&(a,, . . . , a.)= T and 
JGG,,..., a.)= T, F if &&(a,, . . . , a,)=F or &.$,(a, ,..., a,)=F, I 
otherwise. 
??If A is BvC then Y&(a ,,..., a.)=T if &&,(a1 ,..., a,)=T or 
JG.(al,..., a,)=T, F if &&.(a ,,..., a,)=F and &&_(a, ,.._ ,a.)=F, I 
otterivise . .
?? If A is VxBx then Y&(a,,. . . , a.)= T if M$(a, a,,. . . , a.)= T/I for all 
o o Dwc. F otherwise. 
?? If A is SxBx then &&(a,, . . . , a.) = T if there exists a E OWL such that 
&k(a,ai,..., a.) = T, F otherwise. 
?? IfAist,=r2thenI&(a, ,..., a.)=TifYb,(a, ,..., a,)=I&(a, ,..., a,)= 
a E L&L.. F if a=&,,(a, ,..., a,)fl&(a ,,..., a.)=b and a,bEDWL, I 
otherwise. 
?? .&;“(a,, . ..,a.)=T if there exists AE~ such that Y&(a ,,..., a.)=F or 
there exists A E A such that &&(a,, . . . , a,) = T/I, F otherwise. 
0 A sequent r + A is valid in WL, Cw, r + A, if for all models Yw, with domain 
DwL and for all al,. . . , a. E OWL., &&‘(a,, . . . , a,) = Z 
??A term or forma!a is welldefined if it is defined for ah values of the free vadab:es 
in a!l models. 
??Variables are welldefined. 
3. A sequent calculus for WE 
In this section we shall define a sequent calculus for WL. By using sequent calculus 
we are able to find natural proofs of cut elimination theorems, interpolation theorems 
and other theorems we may want to prove about the logic. 
3.1. Axioms 
r+ A is an axiom if and only if r’+ A’ is true in all models for ail values of the 
free vdrkirbles. r’ is such that AE r’ if and oniy if A E I’ and A is a liter&l. A’ is 
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similar!:7 defined. The following lemma tells us which different forms r+A may 
have if it is an axiom. 
Lemma 3.1. r, + A, is an axiom ifand only $r, + A, has one of the forms Al-A7: 
(Al) I-,-IT-~ 
(A2) r-+A,T 
(A3) I-, L+ A, L 
(A4) F+J,i,lL 
(A5) r+ A, L_h e where the n”rstsymboZine isapartialfunctian orpredicategmbol 
(A6) r, fig e + A, L, where the first symbol in e is a partial function or predicate 
symbol 
(AT) r, L, TL, he ,,..., &ei+A, A,+13 . . . . A, where Aj = ~b ei or L’,, 
DEFIL]=&~elh...h&eNorT(thenweletN=O)and lsi=sN 
where L, denotes that L is a Iiteral with at least one occurrence of e. 
Proof. Let r --, A be a sequent where all the formulas are literals, which are without 
free variables. To prove the lemma it is suflicient to prove that r+ A is true in all 
models if and only if r -, A has one of the forms Al-A7. We may assume that r+ A 
is without free variables because free variables may be considered to be total 
constants. 
It is easy to see that if r+ A has one of the forms Al-A7 then r+ A is true in 
all models. Let us prove the other implication. Assume that T-t4 is true in all 
models and that r-A does not have one of the forms Al-Al. Then we may 
construct a counter model for r+ A. Contradictio?. Cl 
3.2. Logical rules 
Below we give the rules needed for completeness. ???e scquents above the horizon- 
tal line are called the premises in t>e rule and the sequent below the conclusion. 
r+A,A r+A 3 
+ n I 
r+A,AAB 
r,A+A orr,B+A 
A+ 
r,AAB+A 
~ v r+A,Aorr+A,B 
r+A,AvB 
r,A+A r,B+A 
V+ 
r, A .J B + A 
+V 
r+A,Aa 
I-+A,VxAx 
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where II is a variable not occurring in I‘+ A, ‘~xAx.~ 
v+ 
I’At+A l-, 1DEFrtl-r A . . .L. ” ~.,.._~-.-“.-_~~ 
r, VXAX + A 
~3 I’+A,Ai r’+ A, DEF[At] f +A, DEF[?] .--- 
r+ A, &Ax 
3+ 
I; An + A or T, DEF[Aa] + A or r, Aa, EEF[Aaj + A 
l-,-JxAx+A 
where a is a variable not occurring in I’, 3xAx+ A. 
These are all the rules needed for completeness for a logic without equality. That 
r + A is provable in WL is written kwr r + A. 
3.3. Axioms and rules for = 
We want a logic with equality, therefore we shali give axioms and rules for this. 
Axioms 
Let DEF[s]=&e,A... hheN or T (then we let N=O). Let ISiGN. 
EAl I-+s=s,A, 
EA2 r,x=.r,be ,,..., bei+A,A,+, ,..., AN, where A,=lbe, or L:,. 
Rules 
Let Lst and Lts be syntactically different literals. 
ERl 
T+A,ls=r,Lst 
T+A,ls=r,Lts 
Ed r, Lst + A, 7s = t 
I’, Lts+ A, 7s = t 
ER3 I’,s=t,Lst+A (r, lDEF[s]-+A) (r,~DEF[tl+d) 
r,s=t,Lts+A 
RR4 l-,s=t+A,Lst (r, lDEF[s] + A) (I’,lDEF[t]+A) 
r,s=t+A,Lts 
The second premise in ER3 has to be there only if Lst coot&s no s’s. The third 
premise in ER3 has to be there only if Lst contains no t’s. The second premise in 
ER4 has to be there only if Lts contains no S’S The third premise in EM has to 
be there only if Lts contains no r’s. 
4 In the rules + W, V+ , 3 -* and + 3 x have to be of the same sort as II, r, 3 and I respectively if we 
have a logic with different sorts. 
3.4. Some additional rules 
Weakening rules 
l-+A l-+A 
I-+A,A’ l-,r’+A 
Cut rules 
l--A.“4 r.A+A 
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r,A+A r,TA+A 
T+A 
I-+A,A i-+A,lA 
r+A,lDEF[A] 
r+A,A r+A, DEF[A] 
r,lA+A 
r+A,A I--; A,lA r+ A. DEF[A] 
T+A 
Improved V + - and + 3-rules 
Let us first define nearestquantitier2jA). Let A be a formula occurrence in r+ A, 
which is not a subformula occurrence of other formula occurrences than itself. Let 
B be a formula occurrence in A. Then 
[ nearestquantifier2( C) if C = B v D or B A 0, 
nearestquantifier2( Bf = 
3 if ZixBx occurs in A, 
V 
if VxBx occurs in A, 
c otherwise. 
v+* 
r,At+A 
r,vxAx+d 
where Ax is such that for ail literal occurrences L in Ax we have that nearestquan- 
tifier2(l) = 3 imp!ies thai i&s rre no v*tiulLcrr-rr of x in L. -^^ ._..“c_* 
l--A At 
+3* - 
r+A, DEflAr] 
r+ A, 3Xh 
where Ax is such that for all literal occurrences L in Ax we have that oearestquan- 
tiF.eR(L) =V implies that there are no occurrences of x in L_ 
We observe that V + * (+ 3*) is V + (+ 3) where the second (third) premise is 
omitted. 
J:A+A 
J’+ A, DEF[A] 
r + A, -tDEF[A] 
The rules in this section are not necessary for completeness and some of them follow 
easily from some of the others. 
4. Coosisteocy and completeness of the sequent calculus 
In this section we are going to prove the completeness theorem for WL with the 
axioms and logical rules given in the previous section. In the proof we shall use a 
method similar to the one Gijdel used in his proof of the completeness theorem for 
FOL [9]. 
Theorem 4.1 (The completeness theorem). Let r-, A be a sequent. Then we have 
” kwL I + A lf snd only if !=wL J-+A. 
Proof. Let x1, . . . , x. be the free variables in r + A. That twi r + d implie: @w-i r + 
A is proved by induction on the number of nodes in the longest branch in the proof 
tree for r + A. 
Proof of C,, T --, A implies t-,,,,_ r 3 A. Here we start by constructing an analysis 
tree for r+ A. Then we observe that either there is an axiom in each branch in the 
tree and then we have a proof of ra 3, or there exists a branch without any axiom 
and then we show how to construct a counter model for r-f A. 
We construct an analysis tree for r+ A in the following steps (for n = 0, 1,2,. . .): 
Step 0: Let r -+ A be the bottom node in the sequent tree. 
Step3n+l: Usetherules- A, A+, + v, v +, + V and 3 + as long as possible 
in ail the terminal sequents. The rules h + and + v used in the analysis tree are 
in fact A + and + v respectivec< used twice. 
Step 3rr+2: Let ST be the set of terms we may construct from t:le function 
symbols and free variables in the tree constructed after step 2n + 1. If there are no 
such terms let ST be {X0,( )I, where X0,( ) is a total constant. For ail outermost 
restricting quantifiers, use V+ and -) 3 with regard to each of the terms in ST. in 
V+ and + 3, VxAx and 3x4.x respzctlc&y, have to occur ii1 the premises because 
they may have boen deduced from At for different terms t. 
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Step 3n +3: We use the rules ERl-EM for all literals in the terminal nodes as 
follows: 
EIPl E+,ls=r,L,L ,,.‘., L, 
r+A,x=t,L 
ER2 r,L,L ,,..., LN+A,ls=t 
r,L+A,ym=t 
ER3 
I;s=t,L,L I,..., L,~A(r,lDEF~sl,L~A)(T,lDEFlt],L-,A) 
r,s=t,L+A 
ER4 r, s = t + A, L, L,) . . . , L,y (r, 1~~~[~] + A, L) (r, lDEF[r]+ A, L) 
r,s=t+A,L 
where L! , . . . , LN are all the different literals we get from L by substituting some 
s’s by t’s and some t’s by s’s. The second premise in ER3 should be omitted if 
there are no s’s in i, the third if there are no t’s in L. The second premise in ER4 
should be omitted if L contains s’s, the third if L contains t’s. 
We now have two possibilities, either there is an axiom in all branches or there 
is a branch with no axiom. If there is an axiom in all branches, we have a proof of 
I’+ A where we only use logical rules. Assume there is a branch with no axiom. 
We shall then show how to find a counter model 1 for r-, A. We may for simplicity 
consider the free variables in the sequents in the branch as total constants. 
Let the model R be as follows: 
o The literals in the branch are interpretcJ such that ii r, L+ A is in the branch, 
L is interpreted to T or _L and if r+ A, L is in the branch L is interpreted to F. 
e A term t without variables is interpreted to the equivalence class of itself, i.e. [t], 
or to 1. 
% Da is the set of equivalence classes of the terms r from the item above winch 
are interpreted to [t]- 
?? [t] is defined as follows: s E [I] if and only if s = t is T in ,U. 
It is possible to construct such a model and we may show that 1 is a counter model 
for r + A by showing that 1 is a counter model for all sequents in the b:anch 
-without any axioms. 0 
The consistency of the additional rules is easily proved. 
5. A crt elimination theorem for WL 
5.1. Elimination of one of the cut rules 
I%e cut rule 
I-+6,.4 r,A+A 
r+a 
is not necers~ty for completeness, but may nevertheless be used in a proof to shorten 
it. The use of the rule corresponds in a way to the use of auxiliary sentences or 
lemmas. The proof of the cut elimination theorem tells us how to reconstruct the 
proof tree locally to eliminate an application of the rule above. The cut elimination 
theorem itself gives an upper bound for how much the length of a proof may grow 
if we eliminate al1 applications of the cut rule. From FGL we know that there really 
exist proofs that will explode nearly as much as the cut elimination theorem for 
FOL says they may (see [14] for this). After the (corollary of) the cut elimination 
theorem we shall discuss how this is in WL. 
Assurrtc our proofs use no other additional rules than the rule above. If they did 
we would have introduced many new additional rules during the elimination of the 
cut rule above. Assume also that we have no equality. 
The proof of the cui elimination theorem in WL will be buiit up in a similar way 
as the proof of the cut elimination theorem in FOL in [12]. We need some additional 
definitions and lemmas to handle the definedness function, DEF. 
Let us first give some definitions. Let d be a proof tree (d for derivation) with 
f + A in the bottom node. dtr’+ A denotes that d is a proof of r + A. d, 1”‘~ A’ 
denotes the proof constructed from d by extending all sequents with r’ in the 
antecedent and A’ in the succedent. AA denotes the occurrence of A in I? % A 
denotes the occurrence of A in A. 
IdI, the length of a derivation is defined as follows: 
?? if d only consists of an axiom idi = 0. 
a if d is as follows: 
d d,{l-,+A,. . . d.{r,+& 
l-+A 
!et R be the rule used in the last step in d. Then (dl =sup()d,], . , Id,j)+i, where 
i = 3 if R is + 3,2 if R is V + , 1 otherwise. In FOL i is always 1, in WL we need 
this special definition for the proof of the reduction lemma. 
IA 41, the length of a formula occurrence is defined as follows: 
0 if/dj=Ci then [A&/=9. 
0 if Id(>O: 
(a) A is the principal formula in the last inference of d, that is 
Then5 IA~!=~ttp(l~,%l+i, I~,%l+i, IA,%l+i, IA~II+~, [ASI, 1~4.1, 
IA %.I), where i = ! if 
- Ahastheforml&e,v...vTtie,or 
- AhasthefonnRnCandnot&e,h...A&e,or 
’ The i ) means that the object between ( and ) may be removed. IS it is removed, we remove the 
corresponding arguments in sup below too. Similarly for the next item. 
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- A has the form VxBx 
and i=O if 
- AhastheformiLtc,n...A%e,or 
- AhastheformBvCandnot~~e,v..~v~&ee,or 
- A has the form 3xBx. 
(b) A is not the principal formula in the last inference of d, that is 
then IA &I= m$IA k!. !A 41, /A%!). 
14 Al is similarly defined. Here i = i when i ws 0 above and i = 0 when i was 
1 above. 
In FOL the length of a formula is defined instead of the length of a formula 
occurrence as here. This is not sufficient here because some of the rules include the 
DEF-function. We need this special definition in the proof of the reduction lemma. 
Length of a cut rule occurrence 
Let 
z&{-r, A + A d,{I-+ A, A 
l-+A 
be a cut rule occurrence. The length of this cut rule occurrence is /A I] f ] % Al + 1. 
p(d), the cut-rank of a proof d is the maximum length of a cut rule occurrence 
in d. The proofs are as before except that the set of axioms is extended as follows: 
o If r + A has one of the forms Al-A7 then r + A is an axiom. Then the length 
of the axiom is 0. 
?? Let r+ A, ~ti e, , _ . . , T&I e, be an axiom with length n. Then r+ A, 1% e, v 
. . . v ~ti e. is also an axiom with length n + 1. 
o LetT,~ee,,...,~e,-,Abeanaxiomwithlengthn.Then:n,~ee,h. .n&e,-tA 
is also an axiom with length n + 1. 
IV For a11 i, 1 s i G n, let r + A, & e, be an axiom with length ni. Then r + A, b e, h 
~~~n~e,isaIsoanaxiomwithlengthmax(n,,...,n,)-+l. 
?? For all i, 1 G is n, let r, lip e, + A be an axiom with length n;. Then r, jn er v 
. ..vl~e.~Aisalsoanaxiomwithlengthmax(n,,...,n,)+l. 
We could perhaps have avoided this special definition of axiom. We have given it 
because of the proof of the substitution lemma. To be able to use our old definition 
of axiom (if at all possible), some parts of the proofs would have been much more 
complicated and/or the upper bound of the iength of the cut free proof would have 
been much bigger than it needed to be. 
Let us first prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1 (Substitution lemma). Let r, + A, be a sequent where I is o free and not 
a bound variable. Let s be a term without variables bound in r, + AX. Let rs + A, be 
constructed from r, + A, 
?? by subs:iruting Ax by As or 
* if DEE[s] V+ T and Ax is i2 CT, & subsrituting &J ex by h es A DEF[s] or 
* if Ax is T, by suf>stituting T by DEF[s] 
for all atom occurrences Ax in P, + A,. 
I’ 4, I-,, r, --) A,, then lhere exists d,, l-wL C, + A,, lDEF[s] and d.?> t-,vL r,, 
DEF[s] + A, which are such that 
e Ids,1 = PA, 
??p(dsJ = d4A 
0 I_%, lDEF[s]l = 0, 
0 IDEF[S] d,I I= 0, 
??let A, be a formula in r, and let A, be the corresponding ,formula in r,, then 
[A,%l=IA,AI, 
??let A, be a formula in A, and let A, be the corresponding formula in A,, then 
I%A,I=j-%AA,I 
for i = 1,2. 
The proof is done by induction on ld,l. 
Lemma 5.2 (Inversion lemma). 11 d t,, r + A, A, h . . . A A. then there exists 
di r-‘wL r-, A, A, A . . . A Ai such that 
(1) I41 5 I4 
(2) ddi)sdd), 
(3) for all A E rlA %.I s IA $1, 
(4) for all A E Al % Al s I 4 Al, 
(5) I%A,l\... AA~~sI~A,A...AA,I, 
for l=SiSn. 
The proof is done by induction on lil. We have similar lemmas for the cases: 
. If dk-WLr,A,v. ..vA,+A thenthereexistsd,+,,f;A,v...~A~+A... 
e If d I-,, F + A, WxAx then there exists d’ t-,.,,. r + A, Aa. . . 
??If d &,. r, 3xAx+ A then there exists d’ k--wL r, Aa, DEF[Aa] + A. . 
= If dI-,,r,&e,h. *.t~be~-tA then there exists d’k-,,r,~e,A...i\~e,+ 
A . . . 
??ifdt-WLr+A,~~erv. . . v T~J ei then there exists d’ I--~,_ r + A, T& e, v . . . v 
IEe,... 
Lemma 5.3 (Reduction lemma). Let d O t ,,T+A,A and dIkWLr’, A-A’ both 
with cut rank p(d,) s I %A1 + IA%l. Then we can$nd d bWL r, r’+ A, A’ such that: 
* l4~ldol+l4. 
0 ,o(d)s! %A~+IA%I, 
??for all A E r n YlA 61 s sup(lA $1. (A %!,!), 
??jbraZiAEr-_‘lA~l~IA!~I, 
??foraZlAEr’-riA4l~iAII, 
??for a21 A E A n A’[ &AI s sup(l %Al, I !$A[), 
??foraZlAEA-A’l~AIsI!$Aj, 
* forallAsA’-AIsAjsI%Al. 
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Proof. By induction on Id01 + Id,l. We use the inversion lemmas and the substitution 
lemma in some of the steps. That the new cuts we introduce are G 1 %Aj+IA!$] 
follows in each case from the special definition of the length of a formula occur- 
rence. ??
Theorem 5.4 (Cut elimination theorem). Ifd kwL r+ A and p(d) > 0, rhen we can 
findd’t,,r+A wifh: 
0 p(d’)<p(d), 
?? Id’1 s 2’4, 
* for all A E I’lA $I= IA Al, 
. fix allA~Al~Al=j~Al. 
The proof is done by induction on Idl. Let 2$= 5 and 2$+, =2’:. 
Corollary 5.5. If d tiWL r + A, then we can find a cut free d&,.,, r + A with Id,1 s 
2ldl P(d). 
We want the upper bound found in the corollary above to be as small as possible. 
The upper bound is the same in FOL and there we may find proofs that explode 
nearly as much as the cut elimination theorem says they may (see [14] for this). 
We may show that this is aiso the case in WL, by using the result from FOL. To 
obtain this we have to make suitable changes in the definition of length of a proof 
in WL, the V + - and the + 3-rule (in such a way that the results above still hold). 
We are not going to study the elimination of the other additional rules. 
5.2. The cut elimination theorem with equality 
Is the cut elimination theorem valid for a logic with equality also? 
Yes, but not with the definition of axicms and equality rules we have given above. 
We may find a counter example to show this (see 181). 
One possible way out of this is to introduce = into our proof system in another 
way than we have done above. We may define the new system such that the only 
rules are the logical rules, that is we have no equality rules and the axioms are 
defined as follows 
r + A is an axiom if and only if r’+ A’ is true in all models for all 
values of the free variables, where I”+ A’ is r+ A where all formulas 
except those on the form of a literal or (l)(b r, A . . . A & s.) are 
removed. 
The completeness theorem holds for this new syslem too. With this new system 
ii is easy to check that zt! lemmas and theorems in cormcction with cut elimination 
wirnout = also hold for cut elimination with = . 
6. Interpolation theorems for WL 
Let us study a proof in WL. We observe that them are relationships between 
subformulas fotrnd in the sequent we give a oroof of and the subformulas found 
in the sequents higher up in the proof. The same is the case for variables, sorts, 
quantifiers, relation symbols etc., but not for the function symbols. Many of these 
properties may be summarized in an interpolation theorem. Such a theorem will be 
useful for proving theorems about the logic. 
We will only study sequents without function symbc!s. This is done because the 
proof strategy used in the proof of the interpolation theorem breaks down if we 
allow function symbols. The interpolation theorem for sequents with function 
symbols may be deduced from the theorem for sequents without function symbols. 
LetT-+A andr’+A’besequents. Then (r+ A j 0 (T’+A’) is thesequentrvr’+ 
A v A’. We have the following interpolation theorem for sequents without function 
symbols. 
Theorem 6.1. Let (T+A) 0 (T’+A’) be a sequent withouf function symbols. If 
kwL (r+ A) 0 (I”+ A’) then there exis:s 8 swh that kwL r+ A, 8 arad t,, r’, 0 + A’, 
where 0 is such that: 
??Cfree variables in O} c {free variables in r+ A} n {free variab!es in r’+ A’}, 
?? {sorts qf V-quantifiers in 0) c {sorts of 3-quantifiers in A] u {sorts of V-quanti$ers 
in i-j, 
?? {sorts qf El-quantijiers in 0) c {sorts of 3-quanfijiers in A’} v {sorrs of V-quantifiers 
in Y}, 
0 {sorts in 6)~ {serfs in r-,A}n{sorfs in T’+A’}, 
e {predicate symbols in 0) E ({predicate symbols in r+ A} n {predicate symbols in 
r’+ A’}) u {=, T} u {k P; P is a partial predicate that occurs both in r + A and 
in r’-t A’ either as P or as &I Pi. 
Proof. The interpohation theorem for FOL may for instance be found in [9]. We 
use tbe same proof method as there, with some additions to handle the definedness 
aspect in WL. The proof is done by induction on the length of the proof of 
(r + A ) 0 (r’+ A’). It is in the cases V -+ and + 3 that we need no function symbols. 
We have one case for each of the axioms and the rules. In each of these cases we 
consider ditlerent subcases, one for each method of dividing the sequent into two 
sequents. In each subcase we then give a suggestion of a possible 8. 0 
The results in the interpolation theorem above are valid only for sequents without 
function symbols. What about sequents with function symbols? To find an interpola- 
tion theorem for the general case with 5--t’ l-,l.., ton symbols; we translate the sequent 
into a sequent without function symbols, and then use Theorem 6.1 on this sequent. 
For the results of this analysis, see [S]. 
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Let us instead study a special version of the interpolation :heorem, needed in the 
proof of a preservation theorem given later. Let L be a language. Let L’ be a copy 
of L with a new primed sort, where all variables, function and predicate symbols 
(except =) are primed.6 Then we get a two-sorted language from L and L’. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (r+ ) 0 (F, A + A’) be a sequent withoutfunction symbols, where 
?? ‘-,,(I-+)o(P’,A+A’) 
0 The formulas are buiit up from symbols in the two-sorted language described above. 
?? r contains ordy unprimed symbols. 
?? P’ and A’ contain only primed symbols. 
C .4 contains both primed and unprimed symbols. 
?? If h P is an unprimed predicate symbol in A then it has even polarity in A. 
0 Consider a sequent in a proof of (P --) ) 0 (P’, A --) A’). We may assume that all ncle 
applications are such that if the conclusion is P + A, then the premises have the$orm 
r, r’+ A, A’. If P(x,, . . . , -u,) is a formula in the antecedent coming jrom the 
formulas in A and P is partial and unprimed, then &I P(x,, _ . . , x,) is a formula in 
the antecedent too. 
0 All variables bound by an V-quantifier m A are primed. 
?? In an atom not containing equality, all symbols are primed or all symbols are 
unprimed. 
Then there exists a formula rj which is such that +wL r + & and I-,, r’, A, Q, + A’, 
where do is such that: 
* I$ contains only unprimed variables, 
?? 4 contains no 3-quantifiers and 
?? 4 contains no domain predicates with even polar@. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the length of the cut free proof of 
(I-+) 0 (F, A --) A’) as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof becomes very similar 
to the proof cf Theorem 6.i, except that some cases fall out because of all the 
assumptions in the theorem we prove now. ??
6.1. An application of the interpolation theorem with = 
In this section we shall study Requirement 2 from the introduction in more detail. 
What does it mean that C$ is a theorem on an abstract level? This means that r 3 4 
is provable, where r describes the abstraction level, that is the models in which we 
vrant $ to ‘oe Que. 
If r describes an abstraction level, what does it mean that r’ describes a less 
abstract level? This means that if %’ is a model for r’ (that is all the formulas in 
r’ are valid in A’) with domain D’, then there exists a total function F, called an 
6 If L is a language with different sorts we get a new primed sort for each sort in L If P is an nary 
predicate symbol taking arguments of sorts s,, , s,, then P’ is an nay predicate symbol taking 
arguments of sorts s: , , s; . Similady if w have or.ly one sort, = may have terms of arbitrary (different) 
sorts as arg”mmts. 
abstraction function and a model .II for 1‘ with domain ,!I sucir that: 
??F:D’+D 
??Let o ,,..., a,cD’.Then 
(4 Kf(~lI.. . , a,,)) =,f(F(u,), . . , F(o,,)) when both sides are defined. If the 
right-hand side is undefined, then so is the left-hand side. 
(b) P(c,: . . ,a.) = P(Fja,), . . , F(a,,)) when both sides are defined. If the right- 
hand side is undefmed, then so is the left-hand side. 
If F is the identity function then 
a the domain for Y is an extension of the domain for 4’; 
??the function and predicate symbols are better defined in J# than in A’, that is 
they have the same value when they are defined, but they may sometimes be 
defined in 1 when they are undefined in 1’. 
The formulas for which Requirement 2 in the introduction holds are the formulas 
without a-quantifiers and without domain predicates with even polarities (see the 
theorem below). This is reasonable because we may often avoid Squantifiers when 
we build sequents we want to prove in practice. This we can do by introducing a 
concrete function instead of the a-quantifier, i.e. instead of 3xAx we may use At. 
Ewe have domain predicates with even polarities in the formula, we prove something 
positive about detinedness (if the predicate is not redundant). We may of course 
not prove anything positive on an abstract level about the definedness on a less 
abstract level. 
Theorem 6.3. Let 4 be aformula without 3quantijers and without domain predicates 
with even polarity. Then we have that if 4 is a theorem on an abstract level, then & is 
valid on a less abstract level as well. 
Proof. The theorem is proven if we can prove the following assertion: if C$ is valid 
in a model 1 then 4 is valid in all u-odels A’, which are such that: 
a there exists a total function F: Dn. .-a A?.,,, 
??let f be an n-ary function symbn! ;md P an m-ary predicate symbol. For all 
a ,,..., amax(ll,n,ED.nl.wehave:If~!/jn, ,..., n.)isTandf(a ,,..., a,)isbin 
1’ then i&(F(a,), . . . , FCC,)) is T and f(F(u,), . . . , F(a,)) is F(b) in 1 and 
if &Pp(at , . . . , a,) is T in 4 th-n & P(F(a,), . . . , F(a,)) is T in J% and 
P(o,,..., a.,) takes the same value in 1’ as P(F(a,), . . , F(a,)) in Mu. 
The proof of the assertion is easily done by induction on the structural comp!exity 
of cb. 0 
A theorem similar to the one above is also proved in [i I]. The opposite implication 
in Theorem 6.4 has not been proved before. To prove this we are going to use the 
special version of the interpolation theorem given above. 
A preservation theorem for WL 
Let us first define an equivalence relation between formulas. 
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Weakly equivalence: Let C#J and + be two formuias with X, , . . , x, as free variables. 
We call I# and $ weakly equivalent if for all models AX,, with domain D,, and 
for all a,, . . , a. E Dwl. we have that 
&$,(a,, . . . , a.) = T/I if and only if Y&,(,X,, . , a,)= T/l. 
Theorem 6.4. Assume we have a formula JI which is such fhaf: 
b If Q is a theorem on an absfrnct level, then $ is valid on a less absfracf level as well. 
Then fhere exists a formula S#J, which is such fhat 
?? $ and 4 are weakly equivalent and 
?? qi is withouf 3-quanfijiers and withouf domain predicafes with even polarity. 
Proof. + satisfies the following: If I# is valid in a ,model 1 then tj~ is valid in all 
models A’, which are such that: 
?? D.rt,c 4,t 
?? Let f be an n-ary function symbol and P an m-ary predicate symbol. For ail 
a1 1 . . . 3 %an(m,n) E D.s. we have: If hJ((a,, . _ . , a.) is T in A then it is T in 1 
and f(a,,..., a,,) takes the same value in A!’ and 1 and if _ P(Q,, . . _ , a,) is 
T in 1’ then it is T in A and P(Q, , . . _ , Q,) takes the same value in 1 and A. 
(For these models 1’ we have that the abstraction function F is equal to the identity 
function.) 
Let us express this in a two-sorted language. We start with a language L ($ is a 
formula in this ianguage). We then take a copy of L, called L’, with a new primed 
sort, where ai! variables, function and predicate symbols (except =) are primed.’ 
Then we get a two-sorted language from L and L’. 
?? 9 is valid in 1 is expressed by I/A 
?? r,s is valid in A’ is expressed by I/J’. 
a The facts about 1’ is expressed by ii where .A is such that if P is an n-ary 
predicate symbol such that P or jg P occurs in 4 and P is not =, and f is an 
m-ary function symbol such that f or _f occurs in $ then: 
Vxl...s:3s,...~,,(x,=x:h...nx”=s:,n 
(b P'(Xi) . . . , xb)*(& P(x,, . . .) xn) A P(x,, . . . , x,)eP’(x;. . . .,x:)j)) 
occurs in A if P is partial, 
vx;...x;3x,... x”(x,=x;A...Ax”=X:,nP(x I,..., x”)aP’ix; )..., xb)) 
’ If L is a language wilh di2erent sorts we get a new primed son for each son in L. If P is an n-ary 
predicate symbol taking arguments of sorts J,, , s,,. then P’ is an n-ary predicate symbol taking 
arguments of sorts s: , , s; If f is an n-ary function symbol taking arguments of sorts s, j _ , s, and 
the function value is of sort s, then f is an n-ary function symbol taking arguments of sorts s;, . s:, 
and with function value of SOR s’. Similarly if we have only one sort, = may have terms of arbitrary 
(different) sorts as arguments. 
occurs in ,4 if P is total and not a domain predicate, 
vx; . . . x&,y’3x, . ..x.,y(x,=x;A.,.hX,,,=X:,,hy=y’A 
(i&(x{ j. . . , x:,) A.f(.4,, . . , xb,) = y’ 
=e!Lf(Xl,~~~ 3 x,)A~~X,,.-.,X,)=)‘))) 
occurs in A if f is partial; here we associate y to i~f(x, , . . , x,,), 
occurs in n if f is total. No other formulas occur in A. We associate y to 
in?f(x, f.. . , x,) above because of the removing of the function symbols later. 
We observe that all atom occurrences with the =-symbol contain either only 
primed symbols or only unprimed symbols if they contain function symbols. $’ is 
the same as $ except that all variables, function and predicate symbols, except =, 
are primed. 
The assumption about JI gives that ($+ ) 0 (A + +‘) is valid, that is we have 
+wr (9 + ) 0 (A + $I’). We may find an algorithm for removing the function symbols 
in a sequent. By this algorithm we get kwL (I’, +, +) 0 (T’, A,+ #i) where T/T’ 
contains axioms with only unprimed/primed variables added by the algorithm. By 
a special version of the interpolation theorem there then exists 4, such that: 
o +-wLr, JIi+d~i andI-w,r’, A,, +,*JI;. 
?? Cp, contains only unprimed variables. 
o #J, is without 3-quantifiers. 
?? 4, is without domain predicates with even polarities. 
Now we merge the primed and unprimed sorts and get +wr r, $, + 4, and kwL 1; 
A,, 4, + +, . Because l=wr,+ A2 we get kw,_ r, & + 4, and kwr 1; &i + $i and then 
tw, # + I$ and ~~~ #Z + + because r, +, + 4, and r, 4, + I+@, may be constructed 
from I,& + 4 and 4 + I$ respectively, by the algorithm for removing function symbols. 
We then observe that r#~ and $ are weakly equivalent. 0 
7. A proof method in WL 
Here we are going to adapt the resolution principle in FOL (see for instance [3] 
or [13]) to WL. In FOL there are given many improvements of this method. Those 
are not studied here. Below we give an algorithm for proving i-w, r-, b, but first 
we need some definitions. 
A clause is a set where the elements have the form -, L or L-, , where L is a 
literal. Let e be a literal or a term, L a literal and t, , . . . , I,, terms. defle] is such 
that {defIe]} = {{ ]} if DEF[e] = T, SC,,,,r,l otherwise, where SC_oEFrel is defined 
below. defC{+L]]=defC{L+}]=deftL]. deflt,/x,,...,t,/x,]=dee!,]u...u 
defi t,]. 
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Algorithm 
(1) Remove all free and generalizing varia, Yes and rename bound variables to 
make all bound variables different. We have simple algorithms for doing that 
(see PI). 
(2) Construct the set of clauses for r --) A, SCr,,, as follows: 
* SC A ,._._, A,,-& ..__. a ., = SC++” . ‘USC&-” SC-B, ” . . u SC-a,, 
?? SCA,B,’ {C, v Cz 1 C, E SC,, and Cz E SC,_}. 
e SC-AnB ={C,UC~]C,ESC,, and Cz~SC_aJ. 
0 SC,a”a = SC,,” SC,,, 
0 SC AnB-l=SCa,USCa~, 
?? SGX,& = SC,,A, 
@ SC,,, = SC,,, 
0 SC-B& = SC+,-, 
?? SC&&_ = SC+, 
?? SC-L ={I+ w, 
0 SC,,={{L+}}. 
(3) Remove clauses on the form C II{ + ?T) and C v {T+ j from SCrtd _ Sub- 
stitute clauses on the form C v { T} i_ pr CL’ <- !T+] by C. We may say that the 
rules in the !ast step correspond to the axioms Al and A2 respectiveiy. 
(4) Repeat the followingresoiutionsteps as iong as possibleor until { ) is obtained: 
(a) We may deduce C, you C,a u defccr] from 
?? C,u{+L, ,..., +L.}andCzu{L;+ ,..., L’,+}or 
?? C,u{+L, ,..., +I_.,) and CZu{+~L;r ._., +1&J or 
?? C,u{+L: ,,..., +Lz_} and Czui-f&e;,. .., --&e;Jor 
. c,U{-+L:,,..., +Lzn}and C,u{7&e~+,...,l~&+j 
where n, m 3 1, D is a mgu (most general unifier) for (L, y, . . . , L,y_ 
L;,...,L~)!(e,y,...,e.y,e;,..., e6J. The premises in the rules above are members 
of SCr,A or clauses deduced earlier in this step. + L, yu/ + Lf.,yuE C, yo and 
L;cr+ / + TL;u/ + in e;o/~& e;u+ ri C,cr. y is a substitution of new variables tbr -_ 
the variables common in the two premises. We maj~ sap that these four rules 
correspond to the axioms A3-A6 respectively. 
(bj We may deduce C, ye u C,cr v defi?Ga] from C, u { L, +, . . . , L, + l and 
czu{lL;+...., lL’,--} where n, ma1 and o is a mgu for (Lry ,..., L-y, 
L; , . . _ , L’,). The premises are members of SC r_J or clauses deduced zarlier in this 
step. L,yc+ E C,yc and xL;o-) E C>rr. y is a substitution of new variabtes for the 
variables common in the two premises. We may say that this rule corresponds to 
axiom A7. 
The literals in the premises which are not in C, or Cz are called the literals resolved 
upon. 
The sequent is proved if we obtain the empty clause. { 1. 
We may easily give an algorithm to produce all possible clauses derivable from 
the set of clauses. This may be done as in FOL (see [3]) and is not very effective 
because we may produce many clauses not needed in the derivation of { }. The 
algorithm is complete in the sense that it gives us the answer “yes” if and only if 
+w,I’-lA. The proof of this may be found in [8]. The algorithm will not always 
terminate if t$t. I’+ A, 
We observe that the algorithm given above is much more complicated than the 
resolution principle in FOL. Then it may turn out to be difficult to give improvements 
of the method similar to those given in FOL. Here we are not going to study which 
of these improvements we may adapt to WL. 
8. A connection between provability in WL and in FOL 
8.1. A translation from WL to FOL 
In the previous section we adapted a proof method from FOL to WL. As far as 
I know, no other proof methods are given for WL. In FOL, on the other hand, we 
have many such methods and a lot of work has been done to make them as effective 
as possible. It would be nice if we could take advantage of these results within WL 
too. This we can do if we find a way to simulate iu FOL the meaning of a sequent 
in WL. From ill] we know that this is possible by translating the sequent we !vanr 
to prove from WL to FC L. This is done by adding information about definedness 
into the formula to “protect” the formulas when they are undefined. The next 
theorem describes exactly how this may be done.8 Let us first define D(L) as follows: 
Let L be a formula occurrence. If DEF[L] = 7 then D(L) = L, otherwise 
D(L) = 
[ 
L v lDEF[L] if nearestquantified # 3, 
L ,Y DEF[L] if nearestquantified(Lj = 3, 
where nearestqoantilier? is defined as follows. Let A be a formula occurrence in 
I’+A, which is not a subformula occurrence of other forinula occurrences than 
itself. Let 5 be a formula occurrence in A. Then 
(nearestquantifier2iC) if C = 5 v D or 5 A D, 
nearestquantifier2(5) = I 3 v 0 if 3x5.~ occurs in A, if VxBx occurs in A, otherwise. 
Theorem 3.1. Let r, + A, be a zquent. Let r,+ A, be constructed ji-om r, + A, by 
substituting all literal occurrences L by D( L). Then &,. r, + A, if and oniy if kFoL r2 + 
A 2. 
’ This is the same idea of translation to FOL as is used in the proor or the completeness theorem 
in [ll]. 
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Remark. In FGL the domain predicates &f/h P from WL are interpreted as 
ordinary predicate symbols, that is they are interpreted independently of f/R 
8.2. An improved translation from Wi to FGL 
One of the advantages with proofs in WL is that we may “hide” some information 
abou: defmedness. The theorem in the previous section tells us how to simulate 
such proofs by in a way adding all information about definedness into the sequent. 
It should then be possible to obtain a stronger result where we only have to add 
some information about definedness, perhaps none. The next theorem (Theorem 
8.2) tells us how to do this. The information we add should in a way correspond 
to the information we need in the WL-proof. To be useful it should be easy to 
determine how lo rewrite by mainly studying the syntax of the sequent, not the 
semantics. That is we do not want to analyse the sequent too much before the 
rewriting is done, because then we could just as well have done the proof in WL 
at once. This means that we sometimes add more information about delinedness 
than what is necessary for eqaivalence in provability. 
Let T,+A, be a sequent. Which literals L have to be substituted by D(L) to 
obtain r,-, A, scch that 
0 kwr r, + d, implies ~~~~ r,-, AZ and 
?? kFoL r,+ AZ implies kwL r, --f A,? 
The requirements for this will be given in Theorem 8.2. We found these requirements 
by studying proofs in FOL and WL with the following logical mles: 
“3: 
+V: 
+3: 
V+in WL: 
V+inFGL: 
T,A+A l-, B+A r+A,A,B 
I-,AvB+A +“:I-+A,.4yB 
I’,A,B+A _r+A,A l-+A,B 
T,AhB+A I-+A,A/\B 
r + A, Af( ) where f is a 0-ary total function symbol 
r -+ A, VXAX not occurring in r+ A, VxAx 
r,v~+x-+A 
r+A,sxAx 
33: r+A,vxdx 
r,3xAx~A 
T,At+A T+A, DEF[t] 
l-, VxAx + A 
T,At+A 
T,VxAx-tA 
These are not the logical rules we usually have in the sequent calcuius but they are 
well suited for finding fhe theorem we shall prove later. 
We also studied the axioms in FOL and WL and the following examples. 
Example 1. Let P be a total predicate symbol. We have 
?? t-FOL VxP(x), -IP(f( ))+ 9 
?? bLwL VxP(x), -7P(f( )) + and 
?? bLrol. VxP(x), lP(f( )) v -&l.f( )+. 
Example 2 
* hvLi!! WC 11, WP(x) A +-Yx)) +, 
?? hxin PM I), Vx(P(x) A +Yx)) + i 
?? kFoL~ F’(f( )), Vx((P(x) v T& P(x)) A (lP(x) b T&I P(x)))+ and 
?? bLFOLb P(f( )) v linf( ), Vx((P(x) v 1bJ P(x)) A (lP(X) ” lb P(x)))+ 
Example 3 
0 FFOL 9 = f, P(s) + P(t), 
??wwL s = t, P(s)+ P(t) and 
?? fFor s = t v lDEF[s = t], P(s)+ P(t). 
Remark. Let DEF[ L] = k e, A . . . A & e, . We could perhaps sometimes have sub- 
stituted L by ~vl~ee,v...vl~ei/Lh~e,I\...h~ei instead of by Lv 
lDEF[L]/Lh DEF[L] for some i, 1 s is n. We shalt not study this any deeper, 
even if this could cause a little weaker requiremeds in the theorem below, because: 
?? It wouid have made the notation more complicated. 
0 The formulation of the theorem would hzve been more complicated and thereby 
less surveyable. 
?? The proof would have been more complicated. 
?? We would have had to anaiyse the sequent in more detail to find out what to 
substitute. Also Theorem 8.2 will lead to a fairly detailed analysis. In practice 
we shall therefore perhaps only use weaker versions of it. 
Let us now give some definitions needed in the theorem. 
Dejinitions 
Let r * A be a sequent. 
Nearestquantijerl: Let A be a formula occurrence in F + A, which is not a 
subformula occurrence of other formula occurrences than itself. Let 3 be a formula 
occurrence in A. Then 
r neaxsrquantifierl(C) if C = B v D or B A D, 
“generalizing quantifier” 
if ((Vxl? occurs in A 
or B = A) and A occurs in A) 
nearestquantifierl(3) = ( or if 3x3 occurs in A and A occurs in r, 
“restricting quantifier” 
if ((VxB occurs in A 
or B = A) and A occurs in P) 
or if 3x3 occurs in A and A occurs in P. 
Restricting quantifier: If VxAx occurs in r or 3xAx occurs in A then the quantifier 
occurrence V/3 in VxAx/3xAx is restricting. 
Generalizing quantijier: A quantifier occurrence which is not restricting. 
Axiomrelation: Two literal occurrences L, and Lz in r+ A are in axiomrelation 
to each other if at least one of the following items are satisfied: 
?? L, and L, occur in different formulas. 
o L, occurs in B, L, in C and B ,I C occurs in E 
o L, occurs in B, L2 in C and B v C occurs in A. 
?? There exists a restricting quantifier with both L, and I+ in its scope. If L, or Lz 
are without variables then they do not occur in the same 
- disjunction in the antecedent or 
- conjunction in the succedent 
where the disjunction/conjunction is a disjunction/conjunction of fcrmulas hav- 
ing the form L or 3xL where L is a Iiteral. 
o L, is the same occurrence as L2. 
Restricting uariuble: x is a restricting variable in Ax if VxAx occurs in I’ or 3xAx 
in A. 
Generalizing variabk: x is a generalizing variable in Ax if 3xA.x occurs in r or 
VxAx in A. 
Restricting substitution: A substitution where we only substitute for the restricting 
variables. 
PoLtiry: Let A be a formula occurrence in T-A. A has either even or odd 
pokity in r + A. The polarity of A is defined as ~ol!ows: 
?? A has positive polarity in r+ A, A. 
e A has negative polarity in r, A + A. 
?? A has the same polarity as Av B, A/r B, 3xAx and VxAx. 
?? A has opposite polarity of -A. 
The polarity of a formula occurrence in a formula is similarly defined, as is the 
polarity of a predicate symbol. e$:::.fz denotes e where some occurrences of ti;z 
terms t,,..., i. are substituted by s,, _ . . , s. respectively. The substitutions are 
performed simultane..Jsly. 
Formulation of the theorem 
We may now formulate the theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. Let r, + A, be a sequent. Let rz+ AZ be construeted from r, + A, by 
substituting some literal occurrences L by D(L). 
(1) LetI’,+Ad,besuchrhutifL,& ~,,s,=t,,...,s,=t,occurinr,~AZandare 
such that 
e nearestquantifierl(L) = “generalizing quantifier”. 
?? L,be,,s,=t: ,..., s,, = t, are in axiomrelation to each other. 
??&J e, has even polarity. 
. s,=t I,..., s. = t. have odd polarities. 
?? there exists res:ricting substitutions o, ‘y, A,, . . . , A, and a non-trivial subexpression 
ez 6fL such that 
<I_ \s.* _I .A,~ 
e1yI=c-. -\\?zY,r;A:,:~*,J~ . 
. > S”,“..‘““” 
I I.*..%*. 
then L is substituted by D(L). Then TV l-1 + A, will imply +FOL r,+ AI. 
(2) Let Tz+Az be such that 
(a) IfL,, Lz, s,=tr,..., s, = t, occur in r,- AZ and 
?? L, contains restricting variables or nearestquantifierl(L,) = “restricfing quantt$er”, 
i=l,2. 
o L,, L2, s, = tt, _ _ . , s. = t, are in axiomrelation to each other. 
o The atoms in L, and Lz haue opposite polarities. 
?? s,=t,,..., s,, = t, have odd polarities. 
?? There exists restricting substitutions cr. 7, A,, , . . , h, such that 
Lto= (* . +((L*zr):::::::^n:) . . -)&.$: 
or 
L,cr=-l(. . .((L,y)$$:) . . -,&& 
then iI IS substituted by D(L,) tf nearestquantiiieriji,) = “restricting quantifier” 
and & is substituted by D(L,) if neares;quantifierl(&) = “restricting quanti$er”. 
(b) Ifs=t,sr=t ,,..., s, = t, occur in I;- AZ and 
0 nearestquantifierl(s = t) = “restricting quantifier”. 
?? s=t,s,=t ,,..., s, = t, are in axiomrelation to eaeh other. 
?? s,=t I,..., s. = t, have odd polarities. 
o s = t has odd polarity or there exists restricting substitutions o, 1\r, . _ . , A, such that 
so=(. . *((tr)$$$g . . *,$;:y: 
then s = t is substituted by D(F = :). 
Then + roL I-,+ AZ *will imply kwL r, -f A, _ 
Proof. First we construct two aaalysis trees of sequents with r, + A: and r,+ A2 
respectively as bottom nodes. An algorithm for exactly how this is done is given in 
[S]. The terminal sequents in these trees wiii have the form: 
where 
0 3L is L or 3xL and the L’s are literals, 
?? there are no free variables in the sequent, 
a the -J-quantifiers bind no variables and 
?? ail the 3L-formulas contain restricting variables. 
The construction is such that we then may prove the theorem for less complicated 
sequents having the same form as these terminal nodes. Let 
?? SLc={L, ,..., Lk}u{LIL~{L: ,..., Lk ,,..., Lf” ,..., Lyu,) and 3L is L}, 
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?? SLFX’={L! LE {L:, . . , LLl,. . . I Ly,. . . , izw} and 31 is ZlxL}, 
0 SL, =I&+,. . . .) I,,}. 
Let Ts+A, be a terminal node in the analysis tree for r,+A, and F,-Y A, the 
corresponding in the tree for rz+ A,. T&en we observe that it is sufkient to prove: 
(1) Let r,+ A, be such that if L>& e,, sz = t,, ^. . , s, = r, occur in lY,+ A, and 
are such that 
?? LESL‘USL3”L i( r > 
?? be, has even polarity, 
?? s, = 1,) _ . . , s. = r, have odd polarities, 
?? there exists substitutions cr, y, A,, . . . , A,, and a ncn-triviai subexpression ez of L 
such that 
then L is substituted by D(L). Then +,_ r, + A5 will imply ‘+o,_ I-,-+ A,. 
(2) Let r,+ A6 be such that 
(a) If L1.Lz,s,=t,,.... s, = 1. occur in I,+ 46 and 
* LiESL5X_JSL~~> i=l.2, 
?? s,=t,,... , s, = i, have odd polarities, 
?? there exist substitutions 0; -y, A,, . . . , A. such that 
then L, issubstitutedby D(L,) if L,eSL: _-ad L,issubstitutedby D( L2) if&e SL:. 
(b) Ifs=f,s,=t, ,.I., s, = f, occur in r,+ A, and 
?? s=teSLi occurs in Abr 
?? s, = t,, . _ . , s, = r, have odd polarities, 
* s = r has odd polarity or there exists substitutions a, AI.. . . , I, such that 
then s = t is substituted by D(s = t). 
Zc:: tizoi r,+ A, will k$y i. wL fs+ AI. 
To prove this we construct a counter model for r,+ A, in FOOL from a counter 
model for T5+A, in WL, and vice versa. If we have a model with domain D we 
let the new model have domain {a@‘; (1 E D and h E El), where H is the Herbrand 
universe for r,+ A, and [h] is the equivalence class for h w:th respect to a special 
equivalence relation R on H. For the exact d&nition of H and [II], see [g]. We 
need the h’s to interpret the terms in T,+A, as differently as possible, and the 
equivalence class of h, [h J, to interpret = correctly. 
8.3. HOW to prove a theorem in WL? 
We have now two main strategies for proving that a sequent r, + A, is a theorem 
m WL. 
~;tr_gqy :. me rewrite I’, + A, to r2+ AZ in such a way that we have C,, r, + A, 
if and only if tWL I’, -t d,. We can then use FOL proof methods to prove 1”2 + AZ. 
Strategy 2. We ada:pt FOL proof methods to WL, as we have done for the resolution 
principle, and do the proof of T, + A, directly in WL. 
What are the differences between a proof of a sequent in WL and a proof of the 
translated sequent in FOL? 
In FOL the definedness aspect is treated syntactically by adding new literals, 
some of them perhap= xith new predicate symbols, into the sequent. In WL on the 
other hand it is ireated semantically through the more complicated proof rules. We 
may in a way say th& a proof of a rewritten sequent in FOL is a simulation of a 
proof of the original sequent in WL. In WL we need only mention explicitly a part 
of our knowledge about definedness. Do we manage to hide the same knowledge 
in FOL proofs as we do in WL proofs? By studying examples of proofs we observe 
that we manage to some extent. 
One of our goals in the construction of ‘Theorem 8.2 was to manage this as good 
as possible, without having to analyse the sequent too much. On the other hand 
there exists sequents in which we have to introduce more knowledge about defined- 
ness than necessary because of redundant literal& that is literals without importance 
for the result of the interpretation of the sequent. In addition there are cases where 
we need only parts of the conjunction DEF[L], not aii of it (as for instance in the 
proofs of axioms A5-A7). Another argument is that we may introduce definedness 
because of unifiers or axioms not used in the real proof. We also have that it may 
be too difficult to check everything in Theorem 8.2, so that we rewrite too much in 
favour of a less time consuming analysis. Nevertheless it seems as if nothing of this 
makes the proof “explode”. Therefore I believe that a proof of the rewritten sequent 
could just as well be done in FOL as in WL directly. 
In FOL many effective automatic proof procedures are developed. This is not the 
case in WL. It is also a question whether it is possible to develop procedures that 
are as effective as those in FOL. Therefore my conclusion is that the best choice 
seems to be to choose Strategy 1, that is to rewrite the seqttent and do the proof in 
FOL. 
9. Infinite connectives 
Sometimes we want more axioms than Al-A7 and El-E2. This we may get by 
adding a conjunction of new axioms to the antecedent. Often we are interested in 
having a countable number of new axioms. Up to now our conjunctions have only 
been finite. We may prove that the results in this article hold if we allow infinite, 
countable conjunctions and disjunctions. There is one exception. The resolution 
principle may only be extended to sequents with countable conjunctions in the 
antecedent and countable disjunctions in the succedert. 
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